
Constant remediation taking time
away from valuable IT work

Days would be 
spent cleaning

or rebuilding
infected PCs

Increased global 
presence
also increased
attack surface

IT team is
confident

in Malwarebytes ability 
even as threats change

 Customer:
 • BrandSafway
 • Employees in 30 countries
 • 30,000 customers
 Industry:
 Industrial Services
 IT Environment:
 Microsoft System Center,
 layered enterprise security
 Solution: 
 Malwarebytes Endpoint    
 Protection

Overview
Challenges

Increasing attack surface due to company growth

Remediation stole time away from in o�ice and 
remote users

Cyberthreats frequently re-infected systems

CASE STUDY

The di�erence with Malwarebytes was night and day. It quickly dealt with 
new types of threats. It’s our defacto standard now.

- Mr. Satinder Purewall, IT Director, Global IT Operations
  BrandSafway



Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

Sustainable protection: Malwarebytes provides behavioral-based threat 
analysis, instead of signature based, like many other companies

Small footprint: Malwarebytes works in the background and doesn’t get 
in the way of productivity

Time saver: Better protection means more time given back to the IT teams

Real time alerts: Email alerts allow IT teams to immediately isolate and 
troubleshoot a specific device

malwarebytes.com/business corporate-sales@malwarebytes.com 1.800.520.2796

Malwarebytes believes that when people and organizations are free from threats, they are free to thrive. Much more than malware remediations, the 
company provides cyberprotection, privacy, and prevention to tens of thousands of consumers and organizations every day. for more information, visit 
www.malwarebytes.com.
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Threat detection, isolation,

prevention, and rem
ediation.
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Investigate, threat hunt,
and rollback ransomware

HOW TO UPGRADE TO MALWAREBYTES EDR
Upgrading your customers’ endpoint protection is easy and can be done directly inside your Malwarebytes 
OneView console. For step-by-step guidance, check out these Malwarebytes Support documents:

• Updating Subscriptions 

• Applying EDR Settings to Policies

LEARN MORE

visit: .

Rapid detection
Reduce mean-time-to-respond (MTTR) with 
rapid detection and isolation. You’ll reduce 
damage to your customers’ endpoints 
and save your team the time and expense 
associated with reimaging endpoints. 

Feature rich
Increase your EDR upsells with ransomware rollback and 
other high-value features. Take advantage of our sales 
enablement tools to e�ectively educate your customers 

Scaleable
Keep your MSP business scalable and 

technology stack with a powerful solution 
that’s simple to deploy and manage.

BUSINESS BENEFITS PROVIDED BY MALWAREBYTES EDR

Eliminates

ransomware
incidents

Stops threats

during new 
acquisitions

Saves thousands

of hours of valuable IT 
sta� time globally

Endpoint coverange

visibility further reduces 
operational risks

https://www.malwarebytes.com/business

